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Sea fishing requires a high degree of knowledge and skill and this book ensures that you can
turn occasional 'luck' into consistent success.This book will allow you to:Understand tides.Know
which natural foods different fish prefer.Identify the types of seabed and coastal areas that
shoals frequent.Learn to use the correct tackle, bait and techniques.This book will fully equip the
reader with the ability to make expert catches from beach, rock outcrop, estuary, pier, harbour
wall or boat.

About the AuthorIan Ball is the author of, Begin Fishing the Right Way; Secrets of Fly-Fishing for
Trout; Freshwater Fishing Properly Explained. His fishing books have sold over 250,000 copies
in Right Way. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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SEA FISHINGPROPERLY EXPLAINED

In the same series, all uniform with this bookBegin Fishing The Right Way*Secrets Of Fly-
Fishing For Trout*Freshwater Fishing Properly Explained*The Knot Book*By the same author

SEA FISHINGPROPERLYEXPLAINEDIan Ball

Constable & Robinson Ltd.55–56 Russell SquareLondon WC1B 4HPFirst published in the UK
1985This edition published by Right Way, an imprint of Constable & Robinson, 2008Copyright ©
Constable & Robinson 2008All rights reserved. This book is sold subject to the condition that it
shall not, by way of trade or otherwise, be lent, re-sold, hired out or otherwise circulated in any
form of binding or cover other than that in which it is published and without a similar condition
including this condition being imposed on the subsequent purchaser.A copy of the British
Library Cataloguing in Publication Data is available from the British LibraryPrinted and bound in
the EUCover photograph courtesy of Corbis
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1REEL SCREAMERS!Oceans and seas cover 71% of the world’s surface. Vast areas of the sea
have yet to be explored; its mysterious depths hide many unfamiliar species of fish.When sea
fishing we’re never quite sure what we might catch!Each of us lives within easy travelling
distance of the sea; no costly rod licence or permit is required to begin fishing, and there’s no
close season. You may choose to fish from beach, rock outcrop, river estuary, pier, harbour wall
or boat.Sea fishing is a healthy, popular and fast-growing sport that offers thrilling pursuit of big
fish, most of which provide a satisfying and nutritionally excellent meal later.You can fill the
freezer with fish fillets and cutlets, and regularly enjoy economical fish dishes that more than
repay the price of tackle, bait and travel.Should you wisely decide to join a sea fishing club, you’ll
benefit from the friendly, happy and helpful atmosphere; expert instruction and advice, plus
valuable discounts on equipment and organised shore and boat fishing expeditions.Reel



screamersSome giant fish will strip line from your reel and make it scream with strain. Conger
eels, halibut and skate grow scaringly huge; sometimes large sharks come close inshore.When
you hook a sea fish, you’re never certain what’s on the other end of the line. In 1938 fishermen in
the Indian Ocean caught a 2m (6 ft) coelacanth (Latimeria chalumnae) of the family Latimeriidae
– thought to have been extinct for at least 60 million years. The coelacanth family was
widespread in our oceans 350 million years ago – about 200 million years before dinosaurs
roamed the earth!Since the first coelacanth was captured and recognised, several more have
been caught off the Comoro Islands in the Mozambique Channel, where the islanders, unaware
of the fish’s supposed extinction, had long regarded it as a tasty food dish.And what of
legendary sea monsters like the Norwegian “Kraken”, and the Biblical “Leviathan”. Do they
exist? Now, they would be real, reel screamers!

2SURE WAY TO CATCH FISHThe sure way of catching fish is to know which species of fish
frequent the area of coast you anticipate fishing, and then scheme the right way to catch
them.There’s no substitute for local knowledge. Visit local specialist tackle shops; talk with staff –
buy a few items of necessary tackle and/or bait in exchange for their valuable and expert advice.
Read the latest local “hotspots” sea angling news in angling newspapers and magazines. Chat
to “locals” angling near spots you intend fishing; find out the fish species currently feeding along
the coast; their favourite foods and baits. Then refer to the relevant Chapters in this book and
plan your fishing expedition.Care and attention to detail bring success***TIPS***1. Concentrate
on one small stretch of coast; learn its secrets, then move on. Keep written records of your
discoveries – after a few seasons your records will be worth their weight in gold!2. In popular
holiday months, a courteous ’phone call to the local tourist information centre often brings up-to-
the-minute intelligence on sea fishing prospects.TIDESA tide is the action of rise and fall in sea
level, influenced by the gravitational “pulling” power of the moon and to a lesser degree, the
sun.Along most areas of coastline, the tide rises and falls twice each day. So we should expect 2
high tides and 2 low tides in a period of 24 hours.About every two weeks throughout the year, at
new and full moon, sun and moon are in line with the earth, and exert enormous pulling power
on the sea, causing high spring tides. The strongest seabed-churning storms usually occur
during spring tides.The highest spring tides rise at spring (21st March) and autumn (21st
September) equinoxes. During all spring tides, the sea not only rises to a very high level, but also
falls to a specially low level.In the weeks between spring tides, smaller tides (rising and falling to
a lesser extent) prevail; these smaller tides are called neap tides.Around many coastal areas,
the rising (flood) tide takes about 6 hours to reach its high tide level, and 6 hours to fall (ebb) to
its low tide level. The period when the tide has reached and briefly settled at its high point, is
commonly called “slack water”. The term “slack water” is occasionally also used to mean the
briefly settled state of the sea at low tide. In essence, “slack water” simply means still, unmoving
water.Tides, listed from high to low level:HIGH WATER SPRING (HWS).HIGH WATER NEAP
(HWN).LOW WATER NEAP (LWN).LOW WATER SPRING (LWS).The precise times of tides



vary from place to place around the coast, and become a little later every day. Times of tides
(tidal constants) are published for all areas in national angling newspapers and sea angling
magazines.***TIPS***1. Low water spring (LWS) tide is an ideal opportunity to explore the
seabed and chart in your records the promising patches to fish (see Chapters 7 to 11) at high
tide.2. Gathering natural baits (see Ch 5 page 71) is best carried out at low water spring (LWS)
tide or low water neap (LWN) tide.3. High water spring (HWS) tide carries snooping fish close
inshore, grubbing food previously hidden from them.4. Admiralty charts, available for reference
in some public reference libraries, or purchase to order from specialist tackle shops and
bookshops, show water depths, seabed types (sand, reefs, rocks etc.) and contours, including
the position of known wrecks!WHERE, WHEN, WHY?Fish shoals generally follow regular routes
to feeding and breeding grounds at customary and predictable times of year; but routes and
timing are subject to change, and may be altered owing to such factors as: cliff erosion and
deviation of currents; exhaustion or disappearance of food sources; fluctuation of weather
conditions and/or water temperature; presence of trawlers, pollution, noise etc. We must
constantly update our records.Fish choose to stay awhile in an area because: there’s plenty of
food; it’s got convenient hang-outs to lurk in ambush, or hide from attack, like rocks and reefs,
weeds, wrecks and/or sunken debris, breakwaters, pier or jetty supports, cracked stone harbour
walls etc.***TIPS***1. Fish will be found near areas of seabed offering food and security.2. Never
rely on fish behaving exactly as they’re supposed to behave according to books. The fish haven’t
read the books! If fish have read this book, they didn’t pay for it!!WATCH THE BIRDIESome birds
are accomplished fishers. Watch for them and know where fish can be caught! Herons are
partial to estuary flounders and freshwater eels; cormorants and gannets greedily devour
mackerel, sandeels, flounders, and wrasse; gulls and terns snatch whole small shoal fish and
the floating remains of fish shredded by hunting packs of bass or mackerel. Big predatory fish
are seldom far from shoals of small fish.1. The Black-Backed Gull***TIP***Spot a bird to find the
fish!GROUNDBAITINGWhether fishing from harbour wall, pier or jetty, rock outcrop, estuary or
boat – groundbaiting helps hook fish!You’ll need some freshly caught fish (mackerel, herrings,
sprats and pilchards are best); shellfish (optional) like limpets, mussels, cockles etc.; also bran
and/or angler’s fish meal, and angler’s pilchard oil.A tough, medium or “small” sized fine-meshed
net bag (weighed with a few stones, if necessary) is filled with delicious titbits – chopped and
diced fish; crushed shellfish; bran and/or fish meal – topped with piquant pilchard oil. The net
bag is bunched tight at the top; tied shut with string; knotted to the end of a length of strong cord,
and lowered into the water to rest about 1.21 m (4 ft) from your baited hook.The groundbait bag
attracts feeding fish to your hookbait. Jiggle the bag now and again to release minute juicy
morsels into the current. Fish track the glorious scent for many metres!Fishes’ favourite
groundbait dinner consists of about 85% chopped fish (or 70% chopped fish and 15% crushed
shellfish) plus about 15% bran and/or angler’s fish meal, laced with a liberal lashing of
appetizing pilchard oil.Prepare at least 680 g (1½ lbs) for use in your fine-meshed net bag.
Estuary, harbour and rock anglers sometimes find (small approximately golf-ball sized) balls of



the groundbait mixture, scattered 3 to 5 at a time onto the water above the hookbait at 15 to 25
minute intervals, more convenient and successful than the net bag. When using the scattered
groundbait technique, add a few chopped samples of your hookbait for bonus results!
DETECTING BITESKeep your rod tip high and the line tight. Hold the line near your reel gently
between thumb and forefinger. When a fish bites the baited hook, you’ll feel slight vibrations or
tremors run up the line. With experience, you’ll be able to identify the species of fish biting from
the distinctive “feel” as it mouths the bait. Different species of fish investigate and seize food in
their own unique way. Your rod tip will tremble, waver and may swing down sharply. If the rod
bends double you’ve hooked a biggie!Floats indicate a bite by wobbling, dipping, diving,
disappearing, or speeding across the surface in suspicious fashion and/or against the
current.Immediately you detect a bite, tighten your line and reel-in!***TIP***Check you’ve
packed all your tackle before travelling home!CONSERVATIONFish shoals fight for survival
against natural predators and trawlers; and sea anglers.Please help conserve declining fish
stocks by returning small fishes, and fish not wanted for freezing and cooking (see Ch 13), alive
to the sea. Thank you.

3GET FISH WISE – KNOW YOUR FISH!Over 350 different species of sea fish swim in the
coastal waters round Britain, Northern Ireland and Eire. Many of the fish popularly sought after,
or encountered by sea anglers, are discussed in this Chapter, which reveals the essential facts
necessary to begin catching the species of fish of your choice.2. General features of sea fishA
clear understanding of fish behaviour helps us discover the best fishing methods. Get “fish wise”;
know the right way to catch big fishes, and enjoy consistent sea angling success!ANGLER FISH
(Lophius piscatorius).Family: LophiidaeAverage weight: Big rod-caught angler fish can weigh
27.21 Kg (60 lbs) or above. The average angler fish weighs about 9.07 Kg (20 lbs).
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Michael J Smith, “Helpfull. Helpful guide to the surfcasting beginner.”

LarryW, “A simplified guide. Everything is described in simple, easy to understand terms. The
perfect book for beginners. Line drawings are fine, for such things as knots and tackle rigs, but
more intricate illustrations, of fish species, would be more beneficial.”

Michaela, “Easy read. Jack aged 15 wrote this review:Fishing is my favourite hobby, and this
book was easy to read and understand.It has good pictures along with hints and tips and there is
a good section on tying knots which I have now learnt how to tie and have helped when I have
been fishing.A really good point is that the sentences are not too long but still remain
informative.It also shows you what different fish look like and would help identify a fish if you
caught one.I think this book would be good for ages 11 and upwards and for girls as well as
boys. I also think that it is a good read for experienced fishermen too.I rate this book 9/10”

Roger, “Ideal for the beginner.. Lots of useful information about sea fishing. Good sections on the
fish most often seen off the shores of the British Isles, how to construct your own rigs, the
difference between ledgers and paternosters and their uses and advice on choosing the best
rigs for the type of fishing you hope to do. It won't turn you into an expert but starts you off in a
good direction.”

The book by Ian Ball has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 172 people have provided feedback.
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